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Annex for [UK Research and Innovation (UKRI)]

Duration of time: 3-4 years
Country/(ies) supported United Kingdom

Description/qualifications of eligible
participants

UKRI will assist prospective CEH2
researchers with communication and
networking activities.

Stipulations for the maximum number of
researchers in the consortium

NA

Type of contribution + amount of
contribution (K€)

In-kind

(UKRI are not contributing funds at this
point to researchers, so UK applicants
would need to provide funding for
themselves. There might be an
opportunity for UKRI to contribute funds
at a later date subject to internal
processes).

Ahead of the pre-proposal deadline, UKRI
and NSF will run a joint virtual workshop
bringing together existing CEH1 and
perspective CEH2 researchers to 1) create
possible research connections and
collaborations between environmental
and health disciplines and 2) to share
lessons learned from CEH1 to help to
inform the successful delivery of CEH2
projects.

This workshop will be separate from the
Sustainability Research + Innovation 2023
congress in June 2023.

Further details will be released soon but
the current date for the virtual workshop
is Wednesday 3rd May.

UKRI have and will continue to assist NSF
in running the CEH2 call in an advisory
capacity, particularly sharing knowledge
on best practice from managing CEH1.

Maximum amount that can be requested
per project or by researcher (K€)

NA
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Restrictions for use of funds NA
Specific themes within the call NA
Where to submit proposal www.bfgo.org
[Additional information] More information on the CEH1/prospective

CEH2 researchers’ virtual workshop will be
released soon. Current date for the
workshop is Wednesday 3rd May.

GPC point of contact Liz Rowse
liz.rowse@nerc.ukri.org
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